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ABSTRACT

Under noisy conditions, due to the redundancy of speech sig-
nal, there are some spectral bands (Reliable Bands) whose local
SNR’s are high enough to be used effectively by a recognizer. A
novel, phonetically motivated Reliable Bands Guided similarity
measure (RBG measure) is proposed in this study. It has the fol-
lowing features. Firstly, for reference spectrum, frequency bands
which have larger absolute energy or sharper spectral peaks are
marked as reliable bands. They are to be given more weight than
the other bands in the definition of the RBG measure. Secondly,
within each reliable band, similarity between formant positions
and formant shapes of test spectrum and reference spectrum is
explicitly modelled. Lastly, the measure can automatically em-
phasize spectral bands whose amplitudes change abruptly, which
normally contain more reliable dynamic features of the speech
signal. Both the RBG measure and the Parallel Model Combina-
tion (PMC) method are tested on a speaker-independent, contin-
uous Mandarin digit string recognition task, under 15 noisy con-
ditions. Noises are drawn from the NOISEX92 database. The
RBG measure shows an average 4.22% word accuracy score be-
low the PMC method above 0 dB. However, it outperforms the
PMC method by 8.82% at 0 dB. More importantly,the RBG mea-
sure does not rely on accurate background noise modeling, which
is a difficult task in itself.

1. INTRODUCTION

Noise-robust speech recognition is a challenging task. Various
techniques have been proposed to combat this problem. These
techniques can be roughly divided into four categories (see [5]
for discussions on the methods listed below): (1) Some methods
are based on robust speech representations, e.g., the RASTA-PLP
analysis and the Cepstral Mean Normalization; (2) Some methods
employ noise-robust distance measures, e.g., the Cepstral Pro-
jection measure and the Factored Spectrum similarity measure;
(3) Some methods model the background noise and, based on the
noise model, estimate the embedded clean speech, or predict the
property of the noisy signal. This category includes the spectral
subtraction methods, the state-based Wiener filtering, the Joint
Cepstral Compensation, the Stochastic Matching, and the model
composition and decomposition techniques; (4) Some methods
rely on partial spectro-temporal information for recognition. The
noise masking method and the missing data techniques belong
to this category. Among all these techniques, the model compo-
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sition method, Parallel Model Compensation (PMC) [4], shows
more effectiveness under various testing conditions.

In this study, a Reliable Bands Guided similarity measure (RBG
measure) is proposed. It belongs to the category (4) above. Moti-
vations behind the RBG measure are: (a) Under noisy conditions,
due to the redundancy of speech signal, there are some spectral
bands whose local SNR’s are still high enough. Within these
bands, noisy spectrum is either quite close to the original spec-
trum, or is just a broadened version of the latter. So more weight
should be given to these bands when designing a similarity mea-
sure, (b) Formants information plays a more important role in
speech perception than the whole spectral shape does. Thus, op-
erating in log-spectral domain, our similarity measure will explic-
itly model the similarity between formant positions and formant
shapes of test spectrum and reference spectrum.

2. GENERATION OF TEMPLATE SET BY
THE MONTE-CARLO METHOD

Suppose the emitting probability density function (pdf) of statesj

of an HMM is modelled by

bj(x) =

MX
m=1

wjmN (x;�cjm;�
c
jm); (1)

wherex is a cepstral observation vector,wjm is the weight of the
m
th mixture within the totalM mixtures,N (x;�cjm;�

c
jm) is

the multivariate Gaussian distribution of themth mixture whose
mean vector is�cjm and covariance matrix is�c

jm. In this text,
superscriptc, l or p indicates respectively that the associated ex-
pression is in the cepstral, log-spectral or power spectral domain.

Since our similarity measure is to be explicitly defined in the
log-spectral domain, we will generate a set ofrepresentative vec-
tors for each HMM state in the log-spectral domain which, when
transformed to the cepstral domain, has almost the same distribu-
tion as the emitting pdf of the state. Suppose there is such a set of
vectors for statesj , �j = fSln(!)g, n = 1; : : : ; N , whereN is
the size of the set. Then we define a similarity score,�j , between a
test log-spectrumOl(!) and the set�j , by the 1-nearest-neighbor
decision rule, as

�jfO
l(!); �jg = max

�
�jnfO

l(!); Sln(!)g
	
;

1 � n � N

(2)
where�jn is the RBG similarity measure to be defined in section
3.2. During the Viterbi decoding, the similarity score�jfOl(!),�jg
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is used in place of the emitting probability defined in Eq. (1) for
recognition.

To obtain the representative vectorsfSln(!)g for statesj , one
simple way is via the Monte-Carlo generation method [3]. First,
for statesj whose emitting pdf is defined in Eq. (1),N cepstral
vectors are generated by the Monte-Carlo method. The number of
the cepstral vectors generated from each mixture is proportional
to the weight of that mixture. WhenN is sufficiently large, distri-
bution of the generated vectors preserves the distribution defined
by Eq.(1). Each cepstral vector is then transformed to log-spectral
domain by an Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT), form-
ing aK-dimensional log-spectrumSl(!k), k = 1; : : : ; K. The
corresponding power spectrum,Sp(!), is obtained by applying
the exponential operation onSl(!).

Since the RBG measure requires formant positions ofS
l(!), the

autocorrelation function associated with the power spectrumS
p(!)

is first estimated by applying an inverse discrete Fourier trans-
form on Sp(!). Then, taking the autocorrelation function co-
efficients as input, the Durbin algorithm is used to estimate an
all-pole model whose power spectrum optimally approximates
S
p(!). Poles of the all-pole model can be solved by the QR

method [1]. Each polezi can be expressed in terms of its ra-
diusri and its anglewi aszi = ri � e

!i . Thispoles determination
procedure will also be used in section 3.1.

For each of the poles whose angles fall into the valid frequency
range of speech formants, we denote its absolute amplitude in the
power spectrumSp(!) asAi. We then selectQr poles whose
Ai’s are the largest. Angles of theQr poles are sorted and stored
into a vectorPr(k), k = 1; : : : ; Qr. Here,Pr(k) is the position
of thekth formant ofSp(w).

For each selected polezi = ri � e
!i , its partial power spectrum,

Fzi(!), is calculated by

F
p
zi
(!) =

� g

j(1�zi�e�j!)(1�z�
i
�e�j!)j

; ! 2 [!i �R;!i +R]

0; othersie
(3)

wherez�i is the conjugate ofzi, R = 0:17, andg is selected
so thatF p

zi
(!i) = Ai: A frequency weighting vector,F l(!), is

then constructed by adding up allFp
zi
(!), properly averaging the

sum spectrum and transforming to the log-spectral domain. In
particular,

F
l(!) = log

( PQr

i=1
F
p
zi
(!)

max
�PQr

i=1
sign [F p

zi (!)]; 1
	
)
; (4)

wheresign(x) = 1 for x > 0 and equal to0 otherwise.

Finally, for thenth cepstral vector generated from statesj , the
derived log-spectrumSl(!), the formant positions vectorPr(k)
and the frequency weighting vectorF l(!) are packed together to
form a template �jn = [Sl(!); Pr(k); F

l(!)]. A template set
�j for statesj is then formed by packing together all theN tem-
plates,�jn,n = 1; : : : ; N . In text below, we drop the superscript
l for simplicity.

As an example, Figure 1 shows such a template generated from
states2 of triphone model [s-an+tC], which denotes the Pinyinfi-
nal [an] with left context [s] and right context [tC]. Regions where
F (!) has non-zero values are thereliable bands of S(!): For-
mant positions ofS(!) are labeled by the vectorPr(k):
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Figure 1: A template generated from states2 of the triphone [s-
an+tC]. The Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) repre-
sentation is used to train the triphone model. 26 frequency chan-
nels are used in the calculation of the MFCC representation. Thus,
the generated log-spectrumS(!) and the weighting vectorF (!)
both have 26 elements.

3. THE RELIABLE BANDS GUIDED
SIMILARITY MEASURE

3.1. Reliable Bands of Test Log-Spectrum

Under noisy conditions, it has been shown that spectral dynamic
of the speech signal are quite robust to noises. Recognition per-
formance can be improved if the spectral dynamics are properly
used. In this work, spectral dynamics are used to determine which
spectral bands of the test signal are more reliable than the others.
Specifically, we first calculate amin-vector, Omin(!), in the log-
spectral domain for a test utterance,O(!; t); t = 1; ::; T , by

Omin(!k) = min fO(!k; �)g;
1 � � � T

k = 1; :::; K; (5)

where!k is thekth frequency band of the totalK bands.

For the test log-spectrmO(!; t); the “poles determination” pro-
cedure outlined in section 2 is used to calculate a set of poles
associated withO(!; t). Suppose there areQ poles whose an-
gles fall into the valid frequency range of speech formants. We
calculate the relative amplitudêAi of the ith polezi = ri � e

!i ,
by

Âi = expfO(!i; t)�Omin(!i)g; (6)

where!i is the angle of theith pole. A score is assigned tozi by

Score(zi) =
Âi

max

1 � i � Q

(Âi)
� �am + ri � �ri; (7)

in which (�am, �ri) are two weighting factors. Determined by
experiment, their optimal values are�am = 2:0 and�ri = 1:0.
Among theQ poles, we then selectQt poles whose scores are the



largest. The value ofQt is determined byQt = min(Q;QT ),
whereQT is a predefined constant. The frequency values of the
selected poles are sorted and stored into a vector,Pt(k), k =
1; : : : ; Qt.

From Eq.(6) and Eq.(7), poles introduced by slowly varying noise
have low scores due to their loŵAi’s. Contrarily, poles intro-
duced by speech formants often have high scores due to their
high Âi’s caused by frequently occured formant onsets and off-
sets. Thus, presence of a pole in vectorPt(k) often indicates
that the frequency region around it is more reliable than the other
bands. Consequently, vectorPt(k) will be incorporated into the
definition of the RBG measure in section 3.2.

3.2. Definition of the RBG Similarity Measure

As mentioned in section 2, for a HMM statesj , a template set�j
which consists ofN templates,�jn, n = 1; : : : ; N , is generated.
Each template includes one log-power spectrumS(!), a formant
positions vectorPr(k), and a frequency weighting vectorF (!).
The similarity score between an input frame,[O(!); Pt(k)], and
the statesj , is defined as the highest similarity score between
[O(!); Pt(k)] and all templates,�jn, n = 1; : : : ; N . In this
section, we describe the definition of the RBG similarity measure
between[O(!); Pt(k)] and�jn. To define the RBG similarity
measure, we first define several auxiliary functions.

Given the input log-spectrumO(!) and the reference log-spectrum
S(!);we estimate the log-spectrum of the embedded clean speech
asŜ(!), by

Ŝ(!) = S(!) + min
0 � !k � �

fO(!k)� S(!k)g: (8)

That is,Ŝ(!) is obtained by “raising”S(!) as much as possible,
as long as its envelope does not exceed the envelope ofO(!).

Since the frequency weighting vectors of different templates have
different overall energy levels, we normalize their overall energy
levels by

F̂ (!) = F (!) �
Cfw

max
0 � !k � �

fF (!k)g
; (9)

whereCfw is a constant. Eq. (9) is to scale each weighting vector
so that its maximum amplitude reaches at the constantCfw.

Since speech formants are assumed to be more robust under noisy
condition, we expect that the formants of the reference log-spectrum
Ŝ(!) should closely match the formants of the input log-spectrum
O(!). Therefore, ifŜ(!) has a formant within(!left; !right), we
expect that: (a) within(!left; !right), O(!) has exactly one for-
mant whose center frequency is near that ofŜ(!); (b) this formant
has similar spectral shape to that ofŜ(!).

To ensure (a), we require that, for any!0 2 (!left; !right), the
nearest formant to!0 in O(!) has a center frequency which is
close to the center frequency of the formant ofŜ(!). The cen-
ter frequency of the nearest formant to!0 in the reference log-
spectrumŜ(!) can be calculated by

Propt(!0) = arg min
Pr(k)

fjPr(k)� !0jg : (10)

Similarly, the center frequency of the nearest formant to!0 in the
test log-spectrumO(!) can be calculated by

Ptopt(!0) = arg min
Pt(k)

fjPt(k)� !0jg : (11)

Similarity between the two center frequencies is modeled by an-
other auxiliary function

fP (x) = (e���x � b) �
1

1� b
; (12)

b = e
���!2

b ; (13)

wherex is the difference between the two center frequency val-
ues,� and!b are two constants whose values are chosen as� =
10:0 and!b = 0:3. If Ŝ(!) expects a formant at!i; butO(!)
does not have a pole in the region[!i � !b; !i + !b], a neg-
ative score will be produced for serious penalty. Otherwise, if
O(!) has a pole within the range, penalty will become larger as
jPropt(!i)� Ptopt(!i)j becomes larger.

To ensure the above (b), we require that, for any!0 2 (!left; !right),
the amplitude difference betweenO(!) andŜ(!) is small. There-
fore, we define another auxiliary function to model the similarity
between shapes of two formants. The function is defined by

fE(x) =
1

e
��

x�x0
� � x�x0

�

; (14)

x0 =
�

�
log �; (15)

in which � and� are two constants whose values are chosen as
� = 1:0 and� = 0:8.

If we want to emphasize thatO(!) should closely fit̂S(!) in the
reliable bands,� should be large. When dynamic range of the
Ŝ(!) and theO(!) is large (possibly due to large input gain),�
should be large to accommodate them.

Since the reliable bands ofS(!) contain formants ofS(!) and
are more robust under noisy condition, they should be given more
weight. Contrarily, since the unreliable bands contain spectral
valleys and are more easily to be corrupted by noise, they should
be given less weight. So we define another auxiliary weighting
function based on the above auxiliary functions

W (!) =

(
F̂ (!) � fE

�
O(!)� Ŝ(!)

�
� fP (

jPropt(!)� Ptopt(!)j); F (!) > 0
1; F (!) = 0:

Finally, the RBG similarity score between[O(!); Pt(k)] and the
n
th template of HMM statej, �jn = [S(!); Pr(k); F (!)], is

defined by

�jnfO(!); Pt(k);�jng =

Z �

0

�(!) d!; (16)

where the similarity function�(!) is defined by

�(!) = Ŝ(!) �W (!): (17)

Figure 2 depicts the calculation procedure of the RBG measure.
Among all templates generated from all model states, the template
shown in the figure produces the highest similarity score. So in
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Figure 2: The RBG measure between a test log-spectrum O(!)
of a noisy [tC] sound (corrupted by HF radio channel noise at
SNR=6dB), and a template � generated from one of [tC]’s triphone
models. The similarity function �(!) is reduced by a factor of 20
for clear view. Formant positions of O(!) and Ŝ(!) are labeled
by Pt(k) and Pr(k) respectively.

this case, the RBG measure finds the correct phoneme embedded
in the test log-spectrum O(!); despite the serious mismatch be-
tween O(!) and Ŝ(!) within the region from channel 9 to chan-
nel 18.

Since the input frames which have higher energy levels often have
higher SNR levels, they should be given more significance during
the Viterbi decoding procedure. This is accomplished by the mul-
tiplication of Ŝ(!) in Eq. (17), which results in higher similarity
scores for S(!)’s which have higher energy levels.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A speaker-independent and continuously spoken Mandarin digit
string recognition task is used as test-bed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the RBG measure and the PMC method. The training
database consists of 6000 sentences spoken by 44 males and 31
females. The decision-tree based state-tying method is used to
train a set of cross-word triphone HMMs. Each HMM has four
mixtures and three states. The MFCC representation is used for
the HMMs.

The clean test database consists of 1360 sentences spoken by 11
males and 6 females who are not involved in the training database.
To construct noisy test database, 15 kinds of noises are drawn
from the NOISEX92 database and artificially mixed with the test
speech database at various SNR levels. In the NOISEX92 database,
the noises are termed babble, buccaneer1, buccaneer2, destroy-
erengine, destroyerops, f16, factory1, factory2, hfchannel, leop-
ard, m109, machinegun, pink, volvo and white.

The Data-driven Parallel Model Compensation (DPMC) algorithm
is implemented on the HTK platform for comparison with the
RBG measure method. For each kind of noise, a one-state HMM
is trained from the corresponding noise file. The delta and ac-
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Figure 3: Noisy speech recognition performance of the baseline
system, the DPMC method and the RBG measure.

celeration coefficients are incorporated. In the implementation of
the RBG measure, the state duration modelling method reported
in [2] is incorporated.

Figure 3 shows the average word accuracy of the two methods as
well as the baseline system. Here, the baseline system refers to us-
ing the triphone models trained under clean condition to recognize
the noisy database directly. The RBG measure under-perform the
DPMC method above 0 dB by 4.22% on average. This is mainly
due to that the RBG measure has not yet made full use of the
delta and acceleration coefficients as the DPMC does. However,
it outperforms the latter by 8.8% at 0 dB. Also, its overall per-
formance is more steady against variation of SNR levels than the
latter. Moreover, it does not rely on accurate background noise
modeling, which is a difficult task in itself.
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